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Systech has acquired PCE, a prominent European pharmaceutical track-and-trace solutions provider

 
  READ MORE  




How to Tackle Exceptions with Supply Chain Rework Webinar

 
  SIGN UP  
DSCSA updates from HDA conference 2024

 
  LEARN MORE  
Vision Legacy Drives Serialization Excellence

 
  LEARN MORE  
Insights from the experts podcast on DSCSA updates

 
  LISTEN NOW  









 Explore how our products help you achieve objectives in compliance, brand protection, resiliency and digitalization


 SERIALIZATION

 SERIALIZATION
 Turnkey approach to serialization, line control and vision inspection
 Deploy flexible, fast and proven solutions rapidly for any line, site or enterprise
 READ MORE
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 TRACEABILITY

 TRACEABILITY
 Secure, end-to-end traceability platform establishes digital trust
 Gain complete transfer visibility and seamless data exchange across diverse supply chain ecosystems
 READ MORE
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 AUTHENTICATION

 AUTHENTICATION
 Real-time product authentication using your existing barcode
 Instantly verify if a specific product is genuine and in its intended distribution location
 READ MORE
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Supply chain transparency
Know what is happening to a given product at every stage of its journey
Systech provides a centralized, cloud-based solution for consolidating, sharing, managing and reporting product data from multiple sources across diverse supply chain ecosystems.
 
  LEARN MORE  

Regulatory compliance in pharma
Meet global mandates with comprehensive, configurable solutions
Systech understands what it takes to achieve compliance. We offer powerful serialization and traceability functionality to help you meet global pharmaceutical regulations.
 
  LEARN MORE  

Packaging line optimization
Drive better-informed decisions and actions for business operations
Systech offers a productized software suite that quickly gives manufacturers complete control over packaging processes along with the actionable intelligence required to continuously improve performance.
 
  LEARN MORE  







 Explore why our customers trust Systech solutions to bring billions of critical products to market safely
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 BEST-IN-CLASS IMPLEMENTATION
 Systech puts standardization and repeatability in action with Takeda
 International pharmaceutical manufacturer Takeda faced the task of implementing serialization and aggregation on over 60 globally distributed packaging lines.
 READ MORE
 POWERFUL SOLUTION… TIGHT DEADLINE
 Full item transfer visibility and true traceability meet complex needs
 Nutra–Med has highly specialized compliance requirements around transformation, which involves taking finished goods, recording the serial numbers and associating them with new finished goods.
 READ MORE
 FAST, GLOBAL SERIALIZATION
 Deployed at three Boehringer Ingelheim sites within six months
 Poised with significant business risks, Boehringer Ingelheim was faced with the dilemma of having to replace its incumbent serialization vendor at three of its newly acquired global manufacturing sites.
 READ MORE
 SEAMLESS PRODUCT PROTECTION
 LUX strengthens security solution portfolio with e-Fingerprinting
 In 2020, a core customer from a leading consumer health and pharmaceutical company approached them with a request to try a new product authentication solution to produce their labels.
 READ MORE
 COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIATOR
 Sharp goes "all in" with Systech as a trusted technology partner
 In the face of disruption, Sharp’s clients began asking for an additional layer of security to help harden their supply chains. In response, Sharp turned to Systech for a unique technology that is sophisticated in its simplicity.
 READ MORE

 “This project created a best in class approach to deploying serialized packaging lines.”
 Head of Technology, Takeda


 “UniTrace makes it faster, easier and more reliable to connect with our customers.”
 Kunal Gupta, CEO of Nutra–Med Packaging


 "We were faced with a significant challenge and Systech accepted, stepped up and delivered. Making it almost look easy."
 Caleb Connell, AD, Global Animal Health Technology Lifecycle Management


 "Anything we can do to protect the drug pack without changing the look of it is high on my priority list because additions and changes can require regulatory approval."


 "We went all in with Systech. Their technology, experience and knowledge of the pharmaceutical market makes them an excellent partner."










 Featured resources


BLOG POST
DSCSA updates from HDA conference 2024
Takeaways from the recent HDA conference and expo held in March 2024 with focus on pharmaceutical supply chain management.
 READ MORE



BLOG POST
Vision Legacy Drives Serialization Excellence
 A robust vision system truly is the backbone of a successful serialization approach.
 READ MORE



Article
Traceability technologies tighten supply chain fakery
Rising numbers of counterfeit drugs are entering pharmaceutical supply chains, necessitating advanced track-and-trace systems.
 READ MORE
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Contact


 General Inquiries
 +1 609 395 8400



 Sales Inquiries
 +1 800 847 7123






Support




 Americas
 +1 800 847 7435

 Beyond the Americas
 +32 2 808 8881


   Contact Us   
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